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ABSTRACT: The focus of the study is to bring out the outcome, consequences of industrial Revolution on 

victorian period literature. This paper adjacent the increasing developing out turnon victorian period literature. 

It creates a question that how industries change the life of man in different aspects either negative or positive 

way. This paper advocate that literature in victorian period is also effect by industrial revolution. In addition to 

the innumerable advantages they had on 19th century English society the instrument of industrial revolution 

also penetrated the literary activity of significant writers of the day.This article is delebrate to comment on the 

influence of industrialism on literature and on that account on the emergence of a more unemotional view of 

human nature in mid-victorian literature by resorting to novel written by the original victorian writers. This 

paper also throw lights that how industrial revolution brings drastic change in human life. It is turning point 

towards a new world.The first industrial nation was Britain. So this paper show the negative and positive effects 

on victorian literature. 
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I. WHAT IS INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION? 
               Before discussing industrial Revolution, we must know the meaning of revolution, when it can to first 

used? It origin etc.Revolution means the motion of an object around a point especially around anothers object or 

a centre of mass. Origin Late Latin revolves roll back old french latelatin English  

 
 

 late middle english from old french or from late revolution (n-) from revolverse Roll back. Late 14 

century originally of celestical bodies from old french revolution, course revolution or directly from late latin 

revolutionem. In polthcal science a revolution is a fundamental and relatively sudden change in political power 

and political institutions.  

 

II. ORIGIN OF THE WORD INDUSTRIAL 

  
   

 1774 Resulting from labour from French industrial from medieval latin industrial is from latin 

industrial dilligence activity. There is an isolated earlier used in the same sense from 1580, from latin industia. 
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The main modern meaning pertaining to the manufacture of commodities connected with the application of 

industry to manufactures is from a sense in french.  

 

III. INTRODUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 
1) Industrial revolution is mainly started from 1750-1850 which convert England dramatically from rural 

agriculture to urban industrial revolution. There is transformation in industry as well as in literature. New 

changes like coal, machines, steam engine, scholarly literature on one hand but on another hand lessen 

human work. Till 7th century people believed in manual works and undertake all the work by their hands 

but from the end of 17th century people transformed their selves- from rural to urbanisation. New 

discoveries brought revolutionary change in society. James watt scottish inventors invented steam Engine in 

1712. The roots of industrial capitalism in Europe originate in colonialism, the period when exploitation 

took the from of many new commodities that were vastly circulated and traded all over the globe 

(Bamplillis 425). 

 

Two views of british Indu.Rev.  

2) There are two views of the British industrial Revolution in the literature today. The more traditional 

description sees the industrial revolution as a broad change in the British society and Economy. 

 

According to Jan De Vries: - 

 The Industrial revolution as a historical concept has many loose points. The industrious revolution was 

process of house hold based resources re-allocation that increased both the supply of marketed commodities and 

labor and demand for market- supplied Goods. It has implications for 19th contury economic history. 

 

Victorian Age: - 

 In the history of united kingdom, the victorian period was the period of queen victoria's reign, from 20-

June-1837 untill her death on 22-Jan.-1901. This victorian period was very prosperous for people of England. 

The trade was at its best. Victorian literature is that which produced in the era of 1837-1901 It is like a mediater 

between the writers of Romantic period and very different literature of 20th century. Books, novels, poems and 

prose became omnipresent and the victorian novelist created a history in this period. This era was a period in 

great Britian's history where the country as a whole moved ever more forward into the country we know today. 

From charles Darwin's publication of "on the origin of species" which paved the way for the creation of 

evolutionary biology to the publication of "Alice's Adventures in wonderland" 

 

How Industial Revolution Effect victorian literature in positive way 

 By the 1830 romanticsm was certainly past its height. Shelley, keats and Byron were dead and 

wordsworth was no longer a youthful revolutionary but a frowzy elderly members of the establishment. 

Browning and Tennyson had been raised in romanticism. Much of realism was seen in the works of charles 

Dickens Emily Bronte. Writers like Trollope Thackeray Moredith and William make pece produced 

psychological realism. 

3) Victorian age was time of peace, development and sensilibility industrialisation influenced social status- 

cultural norms, life style, values and morality. Human manners, domestic life, political affair are also the 

modern features of victorian age.  

4) Literary works in the 17th century emphasize on the moral values, politics, religion and individual 

experience. Industrial Revolution known in England, the theme of literary works varied. Revolution 

transformed the envirornment significantly. Natural setting could be seen in Jane Eyre's poetry. The poetry 

was very popular, the structure, atmosphere, rhyme rythm, meter and choice of words were very important 

poets used musical aspects in the poetry. 

5) This paper proposes how Indu. Rev assist in an era of unrsivalled prosperty. Industries production makes 

England as a technological workshop of the world and great trading nation. Fenny Kemble was popular 

actress in 1800's saw the positivity of Industrial Revolution she states about the riding a steam locomotive 

in Record of a Girlhoods. 

6) "You cannot imagine how strange it seemed to be Journeying on this without any visible cause of progress 

other than the magical machine, with its flying white breath and rhythmical unvaring pace. I felt as no fairy 

tale was ever half as wonderful as what I saw" (Page No. 491) 

 

How Indu.Rev. Effect Victorian literature in Negative View. 

 The negative effect of Industrial Revolution in victorian period are terrible. Cringing, poverty 

drunkness, unemployent, sexual exploitation, child labor and lasseze faire were popular philosophy of the time. 

In big once stunning house. almost 40 people live in single room In novels Oliver Twist charles Dickinson 
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explained the mal treatment, poverty and repression. Mrs. Gaskell exposed the cruelty of industrial system in her 

novels Mary Barton; There are aristocrats, indutrializations the rural poor, the working class etc. In the novel 

Mathew arnold in his poem "Dovers Beach" clearly brings out the impact of Indu.Rev. on people's minds He 

writes.  

 

"The Sea of Faith 

Was once, too, all the full" 

 

IV. CONCUSION: - 
 From about discussion It is clear that Indu.Rev. has positive and negative effects on victorian age. On 

one hand it is landmark in human life with new discoveries but on another hand, It increases sexual Oppression 

poverty struggle and exploitation. 
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